
The PAC I portable dental unit is field-proven to go wherever you need to be.

- Manual control for two handpieces
- Wet/dry foot control
- Non-retracting handpiece water coolant
- Water and vacuum systems that quickly clip on and off
- Self-contained water system
- Storage within the control head for handpiece tubing, syringe, clean water system and accessory air supply line
- Complete repair kit for quick servicing anywhere
- Unit top and housing surfaces that are smooth for easy clean-up
- Side-mounted controls that are out of the aerosol zone
- Smooth, cleanable handpiece tubing
- Autoclavable syringe with smooth tubing and a streamlined design for fast clean-up
- Instrument holders that are easy to clean and are designed for barrier protection
- Handpiece Flush System to flush handpieces quickly and simply

“With the Pac I, we get a dependable workhorse. With A-dec, we have a partner that supports us with whatever we need.”

Bruce Bergstrom
America’s Dentists Care Foundation Missions of Mercy
Field Unit

The PAC I Field Unit control housing mounts onto an adjustable-height tripod. The Field Unit is specifically designed for access to remote locations and includes its own carrying case.* The unit, optional case, and standard accessories weigh a combined 35 pounds—a light load for easy transport. And if you need to make an adjustment or repair out in the field, a special tool kit is included.

A-dec’s Steril-Vac assistant’s instrumentation’s one-quart capacity waste container is standard with the Field Unit.

Institutional Unit

The Institutional Unit, with its adjustable-height mobile U-frame, is intended for hospitals and other medical care facilities.*

The Institutional Unit includes all the features of the PAC I control and—like the Field Unit—comes standard with the Steril-Vac assistant’s instrumentation.

Self-Contained Unit

The PAC I Self-Contained Unit includes its own air supply system. Integrated with the fixed-height mobile frame is a 1/2-hp, 120 or 240 VAC air compressor with a four-liter reservoir. A quiet cooling fan keeps the compressor running efficiently.

The specially designed air saliva ejector is compact, requires less air, and is easily removed for cleaning.

[*] Requires a compressed air source.
A-dec Porta-Chair 3460

Designed for high-performance portability. Produced with quality alloy construction and durable vinyl upholstery, this portable chair is ultra-light, folds quickly, and—if needed—fits inside an optional carrying case for travel and storage.

- Height adjustment crank (mounts for left or right)
- Adjustable chair heights: seat level 200 mm-710 mm (8” to 28”) headrest level 200 mm-1420 mm (8” to 56”)
- Thin back (tilts from 75° upright to full horizontal)
- Arm slings
- Adjustable U-shape headrest
- Polyurethane foam and heavy weight vinyl upholstery
- Ash upholstery color
- Quick disconnect toeboard for compact packing
- Optional zipper carrying bag

To learn more about A-dec portable dental solutions, contact your authorized A-dec dealer.